legal at certain times and in certain places, whereas, on the other hand, certain laws prohibit sexual contact of in-laws so remote it takes an effort to even identify them, or they construct fictive ties of kinship, declaring them prohibited.
However, in what follows, I will not argue much with the culturally variable incest taboo. Such a perspective would seem to overemphasize the differences between the various degrees of close marriage on the basis of their legality and thus to gloss over the sibling-cousin continuum I am proposing. Instead, I focus on incest as a lived practice: for one thing, I give the term "incest" a universal basis: a simple biogenetic definition to be reckoned according to degrees of biological consanguinity. For another thing, in the present context, the whole idea refers to a specific set of historical givens, as indicated at the beginning, which are the starting substance of the present chapter's analysis. They may be captioned as "structural incest" in the sense of condoned or even encouraged marriage between brothers and sisters, full and half, as well as, more rarely, between parents and children. Next to those there exist practices that are today legal in many countries and fall shorter and shorter of incest as the distance between the partners increases: here we subsume mainly cousin marriage of the first and more remote degrees, of which the Arab marriage, the subject of debate in the previous chapter, is the dominant sub-preference.
But of course, besides this rather universalistic category, there will be space, too, for the relativist class of incest taboos. From the genetic point of view, this class is composed of a heterogeneous, partly disconnected, array of marriage patterns that refer to a potentially unlimited range of relationships of consanguineous, social, or symbolic character. All they have in common is that they have been prohibited by certain religious or secular law codes, under their own cultural, historical, and social circumstances that may indeed be very specific. Taboos may affect all possible constellations obtaining between individuals, many of which will not answer to our present definition of incest: members of the nuclear family, cousins from the first up to the seventh degree, in-laws, stepchildren and -parents, adoptees, godchildren, and milk kin, as well as all sorts of totemistic or spiritual kin. Now prohibitions are surely the aspect of incest that is normally put in focus. I have said as much concerning the social sciences, where grand social theories have been built around the hypothesis of the incest taboo. It is true, moreover, for philologists and textual scholars who examine complicated marriage impediments strictly in their particular cultural contexts, normally paying little attention to the possibility that incest was practiced in the civilizations they study. Religious and philosophical systems have a tendency to show off their purported degree of cultural sophistication and enlightenment by elaborating boundaries in marriage patterns, among other things. Customs concerning sex
